A first-principles study of Ni n Pd n (n = 1 - 5) clusters.
A first-principle investigation of structures and properties of Ni n Pd n (n=1-5) clusters is presented. For this study, the linear combination of Gaussian-type orbitals auxiliary density functional theory (LCGTO-ADFT) method has been employed. In order to determine the lowest energy structures, several isomers in different spin multiplicities were studied, for each cluster size. Initial structures, for which successive geometry optimization was computed without any constrain, were taken along Born-Oppenheimer molecular dynamics (BOMD) trajectories. To discriminate between minima and transition state structures, harmonic frequency analyses were performed at the optimized structures. Ground state structures, bond lengths, harmonic frequencies, dissociation energy, ionization potential, electron affinity and spin density plots are presented. This work demonstrates, that the Pd atoms prefer to allocate on the surface of the cluster structures whose core is formed by the 3d TM atoms type. Moreover, it has been observed that the ground-state structure spin multiplicity increases as the system size grows. The results of this study contribute to gain insight into how structures and energy properties change with cluster size in bimetallic Pd-based alloys.